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A COMPREHENSIVE SE,COUDARY ADIfIG PROGRAM MODEL

The model at Ypsilanti High School is being suggested as a method'

of solving reading problems secondary guderItG encounter-during their

high school years. The strategies are predicated upon elements Of

existing programs that research indicates have been successful. By

incorporating the fopr-major-oompon6nts_df-the model, the content
,

teachers, remedial reading teacher, developmental reading teacher

and the intern0 resource person, erent related readingskills can

be systematically reinforceethroughout all phases of the curriculum.

It is the continuous reinftrcement of these elements-rather than a

_series of'isolated programs that differentiate this model from pre-

viovsly existing'programs. S4nce vertical and horizontal communica-

tions between the remedial reading staff, developmental reading staff,

content teachers and internal resource person is absolutely essential

to the success of the program, time is provided to establish a means

of enhancing, continuing and improving communications in the crucial

areas of the model. One of the underlying assumptions of this model

isthat to merely become'conversant with content related teaching

strategieS is not enough. As a result, our, staff development model

is based on a 3Near plan.

We include the direct involvement of administrators in the development

sessions and provide for an internal'resource person who will eventually

assume a major role ;in the staff development project. ' ,

r

After a systematic search of existing programs and oneyea;- of initially

testing,out staff development sessions'as well as conducting several

meetings with high school staff, the program'appears'to offer feasible:
. .

solutions to problems'high schools experience.
4

Incorporated in the program are all the componentS identified'as success .

elements in high school reading programs. Specifically these are remedial

instruction, developmental instruction, content Ihstruction, sta'ff,deVelbp-'

ment (planned with the teachers), follow up workihops,:idichoo) support
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teachers, administrative
support, community input, and time to coon-

dinate and dialogue about the program and resources available -to assist

teachers With program implementation.

THE MODEL THE PROJECT ISIUILDINt

i"
-The model develops a comprehensive high school reading, program consisting of

remedial reading, developmental reading, and content area reading.: Each

component'is involved in staff devel4ment sessions that will.train staff in

techniques for implementi ng a comtrellens ive 'reading program.

I. REMEDIAL READING PROGRAM

Thy remedial reading program is-designed for those student's who are'read-

oing,two-or more years below grade level. The students are selected for

the program by a combination of methods, and letters are ,see; to the par-,

,ents of the students requesting that they elect the class in 9th grade.

Instruction is based on a diagnoS&. prescriptive method and includes

large group and small group interaction as well as individual student

skill work. Special emphasis is placed on reinforcing the six identified.

content processing skills which are being stressed in the staff development

,sessions. The remedial readAg teachers are'preparini manipulative. at,

'tivities which reinforce

to discus's' mutual student

sure articulation between

these skills in the lab situation. A process

achievement concerns is being developed to in-

remed ial and contdnt programs.'

2. DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

StAents,involved in the developmental reading courses display adequate

mastery of woo recognition and literal comprehension skills, but need

additional practice in reading at the interpretive levell of comprehension.

The developmental reading course offers instruction in interpretive com,

prehension skills, critical and creative reading skills, vocabulary develop-

ment,study skills, flexible reading rates anchcontent processing skill re-
4

infercement. The developmental-4ading teacher is tleceiving

thd,six identified content processing skil;ls and develops Manipulative

activitfes'which reinforce the skills in'the developmental reading class:

The, teacher is a member of the high school reading department and"is as-

sisting with the development of the reading support services for the high

school 'staff,

A
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3. 'CONTENT AREA REAdING
% I ,

.A core of teachers from the content areas of language arts, social studies,

science,and business are participating in.staff developmdnt session's de-

signerto teach the six identified cocntent processing skills. An ,outside

consultant conducts six training sessions during the school year. Teachers

in their first-year of training are called Core Group .A teachers. The

I

first year ofitraining consists of six sessions on hew to tuch and rein-
! .

force the six .
. / ontent areas. Tht six identified

skillsare;-(1)'perceiving relationships between ideas, (2)' recognizing

main ideas, (3) disCovering cause and effect relationships, '(4) perceiving

6mparative and contrastive relationships, (5) arranging information

.r
in its proper sequence; and (6) developing problem solving techniques.

After each'.session with the outside Consul ,.ant the infe'rnal reading,

support teacher conducts a workshop to develop manipUlative

to teach he'sski.11 in the'cOptenf area. After the manipulatfge activ-

has.been developed, the reading. support teacher visits 17'7

the content teachers classrooms and'the lesson its conducted with both t.

teachers aSsIsting.

During the summer at the; end of the first year of training: Core

Group.A teachers learn how to develop objective reference'te s based

on' the six'skills for their content classes. They dtio further develop

,a unit of, study i* their content area which reinforces the

During the second year of training, Core Group B (old Group A)',will re-

ceive training in small group management, diagnostic teachine$trategies

utilization of test scope data, refinement of content processing teacy'ng

strategies and inter4irld infra departmental articula.tion strategies.

The third year of training Ipvolves,,Core Group C teachers (old. Group B,

learning how to,utilize MEAP!results anddevelop-and utilize group in-

, formal reading inventories. The'last year of training will focus in on

,° assisting .OtherS in the project and finishing all project products.
.

0
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MAJOR PRODUCT ACTT 111ES

The major activities Include; Cl) the training sessions and follow4 werk-

shops for 31, staff wiembeis, (2) -,,;07,4 implementation of developed.activiti es

Within content Classes, (3) the 'aeNelgpmenK Of a central resource file. of

content related activities, collStrial of objective referenced

tests,- (5) the 41:eveiopriiefliou ipttikoris 'Coy' remedial reading,
. .

develo 0.44ing .p rViees, (6) the development of

products for .programi. implemen at ton vc f3' rograni`Tritnual , student
-

'attitlideAnventory
S

informal reading .inventories and graduate.graduate. follow up
* ^1,

survey. Project staff has made res,enta'Oons to the. total school staff,

parents and students. They have conducted demonstration lessons and open
1

videohouse sessions. A video tapa presentation was prepared for the Board Clf

Education and several awareness materials are being drafted..

4.

V'

),IALUATION PROCEDURES AND POBLEMS

PROCEDURES USED TO IDENTIFY'AND SELECT ALL MUOR f7ROJEC LEARNER. ORGUPS

1. STUDENTS
4

Students in the. remedial reading cla'sses are selected during'tha spring

, of their 8th grade year The -following procedure' is utilized. The sru-

.
dents are selecled-fgr the program by-a combinatiN-of the following

methods; (4,, content teich recommendation, (2) studentso, who demon-

, Alrate the linghess to improNe their reiding skills; (3)Imiddle

.sch01 .recommendations (4) studentr's self assessment,' (5) mastery level.

of K-£3 reading objectivei,A6) informal reading inventories, and/or

(7) standaidized test scores. Students enrolled, in the de4ropmental

.
reading classes. select the course .as "an English elective and are

recommended by ihe.Counseling staff based on their level' of performahce

- in their regular English classes. Students in the content classes'are

,

exposed to the project as a consequence of their teacher choosing to

be 'part of the training.

la .
I
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2: STAFF

All content staff 14eceiving training thus farhasi9been on a voluntary

basis ih reading teachers being required ;to participate. Staff is

selected according .to content areain order to maintain a balance and
. -

exposure'across several content areas. Efforts have been made to

include departMent chairpersons in the training.but'.nothing has been

'mandatory. The high school principals attended.tworaining sessions

,design0 specifically for them and attendance at these,was required.

f
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CONTENT AREA READING

Need

, 3,4 _ 3

4

.
Whge most secondary content area teachers recognize,theimpbr-

Vinde of the reading processingpskills in successful student learning,

many feel ill-prepared to.teach these skills. Many content area / 1\

1,

te ers have received little or :no professional training in the

lk
..

teaching of=reading.

4k Large numbers of students lack the critical reading skills to
1

aditqu'ately:c6inpi-ehend.their textual materials. This becomes azajor

problem because high school students are expected to be proficient in

jmntent processing skills An enrolling.n a contentcourse. Mere

has.been.little syttematic insti-uctiovin the usage of content pro-
.

cessing skills such as perceiving relationships, recognizing main

ideas, discoyering cause/effect and compare/contrast'rElationships,

problem solving and sequencing; therefore, many students exhibit

inadequate levels of performance.

Traditional reading programs have focused their efforts only

in the remedial and de'velopmental areas. Where a content approach,

exists, only a minority of the teachers within a department use any

systematic method for fkrusing reading skills into their contentN4rea.

Also, few :staff members reinfort'e the.teaching Of specific skills

across coritentareas. It is one thing to say that content teachers

incorporate reading skills into their materials,but yet another to

have a major portion of the teachers actively involvddin the teaching

of such strategies. For example, if science or. matheMatics teachers

use a problem solving process, do s9cial studies or English teachers

reinforce that process when applicable, by creating specific example?"

of how the problem soilng process might apply to their own content

are'a This suggests more than just a perfunctory liyou might have

learned about this in"science".. Tglchers must'not only make an

-active attempt to ascertain what common content-related reading

skillsaixist and how they can be juxtaposed wji'h content material,
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but teachers should also seek to mutually reinforce them. It seem

logical to assume tbat if a systematic approach is not developed

to instruct stude is in Yeadingicontent processing skills, then

students are not gOinig to improve their functional, or critical

reading skills.

------Read-In-Content Program_- Ypsilanti High School

9
The strategies described herein are'being proposed as a solution

to.the stated problems. They have their' basis in a comprehensive

'high school reading program where the following components are pres-

. ent--remedial reading, developmental reading, content reading and

staff development. By incorporating the four major components of

the-model, content related reading skills can be systematically re-

inforced throughout all phases of the curriculum.

Today's presentation focuseson one component of the compTen-

sive reading model--content area reading.

Six (6) content proessing skills have been identified as being

essential forthe comprehension,ofmost secondary textual material

These are: (1) perceiving:lelationships betweenideas, (2) recog-

nizing main ideas, (3) discovering cause and effect relationships,

(4) perceiving comparative and contrastive relationships, (5) ar-

ranging information in itsproper sequence, and,.(6); developing

problem solving techniques. 8 -core of teachers from the content

areas of language arts, social studies, science, and business are

.
participating in staff development sessions deSigned to teach the

'six identified content Orocesl'ing skills. Teachers in. their first.

year of training concentrate on learning the skills and developing

activities to teach them in theiplassrooms. .Teachers in the

second year of training not only continue to'reinforce instruction

by producing and implementing more'activities in their classAoms,

twi
-
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but also receive training in small-group management, diagnostic°

teaching strategies, utilization'of test score data and begin the

task of developing inter,and intro departmental articulation

strategies. Teachers in the third year of training continue to

refine their cofitent processing teaching strategies, ,learn how to

.

utilize Michigan Educational -Assis,hent Test resuits'and deVelop

andutilize group informal readiii inventories. .r

Aid

'1 The content area reading 'program at Ypsilanti High Schbol

is predicated on the belief that, -ebr the most part, students:"

have the ability to &-:code'the words in their content textbooks

but are unable to process the information. ,A manipulitive,compo-
- .

nent is being employed to supplement the traditional lecture,

question /answer worksheet technlquesso common to secondary teach-

ing. Although.many types of manipulatives'can be used. at the

a
school level, our focus, .0 date, has been on teacher produced'

cards. The cardst which teach content-through process, are manip-

ulated by students in groups of three or four. As students sort

the cards, they areencour6ged to iateract meaningfully and

gage in debate as to whether or not their placement of cards can

be justified with information prom the source material. These

"learn by docng",ac'tjvities stimulate thinking as studntsmoye

from.being pasite to being active partioipants in the %learning

.proce§s,

',BY.edUcating content area teachers to teach content through .

process and providing students witha e opportunity for instruc-
,

.

**) Lion in the reading skills in many co tent areas, it is our belief/

`that students will 'exhibit improVed ebmPrehension Of secondary

content materials.

r
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DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE COMPARE /CONTRAST ACTIVITIES

USE: 'The activities, herein were used both in ninth and tenth

-grade 'support classes and regMar claiies. Wfth minor

suggestedrevisiont, they would be appropriate"for. upper

elementary and 'Diddle school students.
.

,

PURPOSE: The activities. are designed, to teach content through

-reading processing:Skills. By providing students with

',reinforcement in the compare/contrast strategyjit is

felt thit students will be better able to comprehend

material,Orlanized'around namedstrategyibres"ented

to them in secondary texts' and supplementary Materials.

The activities provide a structure which facilitates

the learting'of content and process simultaneously. ,

. .

'GROUPING SIZE AND RATIONALE: The content reading program

predicated on small group work, as peer dialogue has

been shown to be an effective learning tool. Groups
. !

generally consist:of or 4 students. Less than two

students donot:provide sufficient interaction.and

groups of 5 ormore may enable several group members to

'"lay back" and "let others 'do the work". 'Within clases,

groups may be formed oh the-basls.of ability or, depending

. on the attivity, thi teacher may favor ,social or random

grouping, The activity dictates the group.ing. Activities

may also be varied to suit ability levels; e.1:, cards
,

ma' be reduced for one group while:they may be added for

' others, more difficult concePts can be added to cards to-
. - 7-

-':challenge more capable students, or colOe coding' the -

.. -A
kcatt may be employ0.to provide more stricture to ttiose

needing(it.

2-

r
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GROUPING PROCEDURE: A student may be assigned as the group leader and

told to check the group's work and make sure that group.

members can support their placement of cards with evidence

from the reading matviall if it exists, Or with sound

1ogiC for activitic which are based on known'Con6eptor

are introductory in nature.. Students are en.puraged to

interact.

GENERAL ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: Students are provided *ith background

.information regatding the activity they are about to'.

engage in. If reading material accompanies the activity,

the students are asked to read the material silently or

they may engage in round robin oral reading or the teacher

may choose to read the selection to the. students. Directions

.
for the activity are then given, including a'discussion

of t he read- ing skill which is being worked on. As most

activities have heading cards, students are usually asked

to pull.those out and place them on the.table, afterwhich

they, appropriately place the re st of the cards under the

headings.

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES: After the placement_ of the' cards has been checked,,

students are most generally provided with a sheet upon whicti

to transfer the information." This sheet can serve as a

springboard for.futurp_clas-s,discussion'or, may be used as

a review sheet',for a test. Also higher level thinking

7
activities follow.in 'the form of paragraph writing .or

questions and answers.'

13`
10
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SYNONYMS / ANTONYMS
4

Compare/Contrast - Perceiving Relationships

This activity was used successfully with EMI special education

students at the-fiigh school level. The use of primary type on

the cards provides assistance ixr students whose vision is

impaired. The activity serves as a tool to teach the usage.

of synonyms and antonyms as well as to introduce the reading

strategies of perceiVing'relationships and compare/contrast.

The activity followed a 2 weirrevsiew of antonyms and synonyms.

Students were asked to locate the heading cards and then to

arratge,the synonym/antonym cards under the correct heading.

Students were then given 10 senterkes on construction paper

slips with a word in parentheses and next to it, a blank space.

For 5'of the sentences students had to provide a synonym for

the word in parentheses. For the other 5 sentences, they'had -

to provide an antonym for the word in parentheses'.- The

insertion Words were placed on small slips of,,coloi-ed paper-.

I
For follow up,studenis may be asked to write 10 sentences using

either an antonym or synonym for the wok's given.

Synonym Antonym

beautiful ,squiet

baby alike

,speak wrong

answer wild

finish quickly-

Other words maybe substituted.

14 .



CONTRASTING SYNONYMS AND Ahr-WWYMS

SYNONYMS

start - begin

pretty - beautiful

infant

big -' large

speak talk

finish - complete

answer - reply

tick-, ill

happy - glad

strike - hit ;

Please (start)

. He will (complete)

My grandmother i$ (ill) sick

Do not (strike) hit

The playgroUnd is (large)

The classroom is (noisy)

4

Op

4

ANTONYMS

quiet noisy

lose - find

dirty - Clean

early - late

',different - alike

wrong - right

wild,- tame

sour - sweet

quickV - slowly

above below

begin your horlework.

finish his work,tomorrow.

the d g.

big

quiet
5\i

Did he (lose) find' the book.

H' bedroom is (dirty). clean 4

I get up.(early) late every morning.

Cherries are very (sour) sweet

ac



COMPARISON OP vW O R L DYW..A I and II

Compare/Contrast

This activity was designed-as areview or culminatilig activity

-after completing a study of World Wars I and II.

[
It was used with ninth grade U.S. History students. As the

sourceis lengthy (Chapters 7-10 of Challenge of America,

Holt, Rinehartand Winston, Inc. Mitchell Okun and Stephen H.

Bronz, 1973 )a copy of it,is not included here. Teachers

may adapt,; ny material,tcl the-format presented here.

ThiS'compare/contrastactivit/,like many others, moves

'students in a structured step -by -step manner from a literal

leverof thinkingto abtraction,

PROCEDURE: (Exampies of follow up apa4ncludel) 4

1, Students, working in grout, -us-9 source material.;;;

se engage in a perceiving relationships'skill as they

categorize cards under either World'War I or World

War II.

r-----\)
. For the next level; students are given a blank ch'art

divided into World War.I and II.with several,viriables,'

the teacher has identifiecLas'important,li alting

the side. To complete the chart, students
7.',.-

discriminate not only between the warsbut also among

the variables.

3. For the third level; students must pUll-out similarities

.
and differences from the charts the eve completed. To

accomplish'this successFully, students must understand

the compare/contrast process,and have the ability to
0

discerirdifferences andlileneses. Ther.e.is room for,

creative thinking as similarities and differences which

are justifiable,, butnot necessarily presented as part

of.the activity, may also be included. Additional

structure may be priovided by asking' students to list a

specific number of similarities anci_differences.

C.
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4. The final step, drawing conclusions, involves tieing able

to integ.rate information, to generalize and to engage in

abstract thinkiug.

If is felt that if students are provided with structured

1 content/process activities and these.are-Yeinforced across

content areas,, the result will be better comprehension of

textual material.

4

i.
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Directions:,

KEY

COMPARISONOFWORLD WARS I AND II

Chartl,
iFill in blanks with infonnatilon from the cards,

. WORLD WAR I.

'Ca,k,ses

Internal conflict among European nations,
puteover territory of Alsace-Lorraine

Overthrow "f Czar Nicholas II
7immermarin
Gerglan su

te,

arine'attack on neutral countries
)..S. was not main case of war

Name

Date

WORLD WAR
Internal conflict among European nations
8ermany, was not satisfied with peace settlement o
World War F

Economic depression in Germany
Japanese attack on*Pearl Harbor
U.S. was not Main cause of war
Invasion of-Poland 1939

Equipment

and Weapons

First time airplanes used
Use of poison gas is

Trench warfare

Tanks'

Nuclear weapons
Use of paratroopers

Peace
Agreement

League of Nations
Versailles /

1918

Effects .

(4- I

Agencies
ES-tablishedja.
Prepare For
War

_

Draft initiated

Converted industry from making_consumer items to war
materials ,

isolation k

United people in'a"common cpse
Depression

Caused'inflated 'economy.
---3t A

War Vabor:-Board_____:.s'

WarAndustries Board ,
Fedei-al Food Adminis'intion

Kind of Government
of U.S. enemyenemy
Natio s

birnocratic'

A

United Nations
U.S.S. Missouri
1945

Caused food rationing

COnverted industry from making consumer items to
war .aerials
Trum Doctrine
'United people in a cgmmon cause ,

Marshall Plap ewish people persecuted
Communist agression

filar Production Board

Office of Price AdministratIon

Dictatorship

19
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.. Follow Up Chart

COMeAR1SON OF WORLD WARS I AND I1.

Chart 1
eCtionS: .1'111 in blinks wij th in eorma Lion from the cards'

,uses,

,WORLD WAR 1;

vipmetit

nd weapons r

Name

Date

WORLD WAR I' 1

A

L

eace.
reement NO

ffects

gencies
tablished to,

repare for
r

ink of Covernment,
i U.S. Enemy
)Lions

20"
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, ,
. g Follow Up 'Chart, ss .t

C ( L t , I I ' A [ 3 *1 5 C i i i -0 F . W O R. L D I P A R 1 4 4 4 N D I I-
.

Chart 2 ,o
, ... f s.:'Oi fCc. t i OS lrom Chart' 1, rust five sigRificant 'similarities" and differences between World War I and 1.1. .

... - . .., . ,,
. ---.. -

,

- *
Name

Date

ft-eV

z

. ARITIES 1" W E E N W.W.. I& I I f) 1 F F R'E NC E S B E TWEEN_ -I. b ;411

4

Conclusions:

22

IP

tudy f?Ge differences and similar ties between I and in a paragraph vo117Zoncloions ab
.W. 11°11. You may do this on, the erse side of 7sheet, i

. "..
3
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Compare/Contrast

This activity wasused in a post ,day ninth anc teeth h-go6de

alterhative education class-4'as part of a career unit, but would-
:

L_oe equally as applicable in any class-where .career; business,

consumer education, etc. isthe focus.,

The activity is based on the follOwing reading, a copy of

which isattached. (Source: How to Get a Job and Keep It, "Making

the Job Interview", Pub. Steck-Vaughn Co., kWh, Texas,. by D.Goble

1975, pp 37-43.*"'

PROCEDURE:, (egamplesof follow up-are included)

1'. Students, working i ,groups, source material, engage

a perceiving rela ionships' skill as. they categorize

cards under eith4. P ITIVE INTERVIEWINMEHAVIORS or

NEGATIVE INTERVIEWING EHAVIORS(::

2. After card plac4Iment h.- been checked, students are given

a sheet upon 'which to tra fer the positive,filterviewing
. .

behaviors. Note: As negati e behaviors are to be downplayed;,

they are not dealt with bey nd step 1.

3. Next, the studentsjare'a edto divide the positive

behaviors into "Preparation Prior to Interview" and

"Things To Do During Interview". Students are encouraged

to interreiat every level of the activity, but especially

at this step; astheyvist draw on own resources, claess

discussion and prior knowledge as well as the source

material.

4. The information that has'now been generated takes on

"personal" Tailing as students conclude the activity

%by choosing "Preparation far" and- "Behaviors duringy interview

9

v
-, which they deem most important. Once hosep, reasons are

)
. 4

given. . 1,
r

***material removed due to copyright restrictipns
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Directions: Transfer the information
from the Lards under the correct heading.

POSITIVE BEHAVIORS

.10 Loral evt.r%01., III

Ndme

-bate

COMPARISON OF INTERVIEWING BEHAVIOR

NEGATIVE \BEHAVIORS

arrive 15 minutes -early for interview

bring resume'

know abo\t the firm for which

you want to work

be specific about the position you"are
seeking

keepWeT,I,to questions short

answer personas queStions briefly and '

generally
- ,

lookinterviewer in he eye

bring a writing pad nd pen/pencil with
you

be complete and brief in describing
your past work experience

44.

thank the interviewer at the end of the
interview

make a list of questions you want to
ask the interviewer about the job

If you have ever been fired, admit it-

do ask about salary and fringe beneefits

19

'bring a-fr4nd to the interview

ly)
smop, if you a re esked to

chew gum:if you are invited to

(

tell interviewer you'll take any job
'he/she has

brag about 'your qualifications

W. applying for a mechanic's, job,

dress like a mechanic

answer the interviewer's questions wiN
a "yes" or "no" only

sit down before the interviewer does

the interviewer if your past,
employers were unfair'to you .

argue with the intervie7

if the interviewer asks ,you personal
questions., it is all right to ask%
him/fter:personal questions

tell what you can't do

wear flashy clothes

25
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. Follow Up Chart

04ectlous: TIdlisTer theoinformation

from the cards under the heading
Positive Behaviors. Date '

I

COMPARISON OF INTERVIEWING-BEHAVIOR

/

.,° 4

1
4.

5.

6.

7.

POSITIVE BEHAVIORS
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10.

11.
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12.

13.
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FOLLDAPCHART

4Directions: Working with the 13 positive cards, divide
them into PPreparationS:4rior to Interview" and "Things
To Do During the Interview" and record on chart.

NAME

DATE

POSITIVE INTERVIEWING BEHAVIOR.

Preparations Prior to
Interview 4 ..

Things To Do.During
- the Interview,

'11

a

4'

Conclusions: From the "Preparation" column, pick-2 t o) which you consider the most important, and provide
reasons-.

-27

0

From the "Things To Do" column, pick 3 (three) which you consider the most important: and prOyide
reasons. .

If you have had an' interview or job give personal examples as to why yoir chose the reasons you did.

please put your answers on the back 28



. KEY ,

Directions: Working with the 13 'positive cards, divide

them into "Preparations Prior to Interview"and "Things

*-. To Do During the Interview" and record on chart.

NAME

DATE

POSITIVE INTERVIEWING BEHAVIOR

a

7

Preparations Prior to,

Interview

Things To Do During

the Interview .

bring resume
arrive 15 minutes early for interview

. All
.

,know 'something about the firm for which, you. want to work

bring a writing pad and pen/pencil with you .

make a list of questions you want to ask the interviewer.abOut the lob

be specific bout the position you are seeking

keep answers to questions short ,

answer perSonal questions briefly and generally

look interviewer in' the eye
'be-complete and brief in describing your past work experience

thank the interviewer at 'the end of the 'interview

if you have ever been fired, admit it

do ask about salary and fringe benefits'

YJ

,,...
.

Conclusions: From the "Preparation" column, pick 2 (twO5'which .you, consider the most impertAnt,,,and provide reasons

.,

o From the 'Things To DoTM. column, pick 3 (three) whichriou consider be most important and prdvide

reasons. , , .

, ..
If

,-

you"have had an interview or job givei person al examples as -why you, chose the reasons you did;

29
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4 .0

COMPARISON OF 4 PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

Compare/Contrast

Objective: To provide literal and inferential level applicationbsf

Compare/Contrast to social studies material.

To introduce a higher level, method for organizing

Compare/Contrast, material (charts)

Reading Material: Scholastic Search Magazine, October 17, 1980,

pp. 6, 7 & 27***

Prior to launching into this activity, students had been engagedA

in several Compare/Contrast.activities.

The teacher may, read the source ma rial to students; prcviding

the focus as-he /she reads. Due to the low ability level of the

students and the length of material, one class period would not

be enough time for the activity ifstudents read the material

themselves. (The activity was used in a remedial reading class.)

Students-are then instructed to pull out the heading cards and

organize'the details under the proper Candidate, using the material

as a. reference.

After successful completion of the task, they ate asked to fill

out a checklist; comparing the 4 candidates, and then to answer

questions regarding the comparison.

This activity may be adjusted far varying ability levels by

reducing ;the number of cards or .by concentrating on one or 2 areas

of comparison. If the cards of one or more candidates were color

coded, studentS would need only to draw out-information.for the

remaining candidates. In addition, as part of the follow up activity,

°abler students may be assigned the chart instead of checklist.

. 0.

***material removed due to copyright restrictions
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-CANTIVATE

#1

1

'KEY 10 CARD PLACEMENT

CANEiI DATE

.#2

'Republig.:an

from 1111nois.

Democrat

from Tennessee

61 years - of -age

lawyer

served as.U.S.

Cohgressman and
Senator

U.S: Army general
whose troops won great
victories in the
War of 1812

rarely free from
scandal

married a woman often _
accused of being
'9 oral"

.-

often fought over his

wife's honor

coughed'blood and
suffered from chills,
headaches, and stomach

problems, .-

was accused of beihg.0-
gambler.and a heavy

drinker

4
a rich man who kept
slaves on his,.
plantation, yet was
thought to be a man
of the people

46 years-of-age".
.

tried farming but
failed at it

a general in the U.S.
Army whose victories
during thVIvil War
made him &.hero.

a brave Army officer,
yet was forced froM the
Army after the Mexican-
'American War for

drinking .

excellent ability to
lead men, and win

battles

31
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#3

Republican

from New York

54 years-of-age

teacher

lawyer

not.a "political,
party man"

did ,not like to

compromise'

a clear, logical
thinker

balled a "bearded
iceberg" .

a reputation for
being a warm,
family man

a U.S. Supreme
Court judge
who helped protect
the rights of
workers, blacks,
and the poor

governor- of New

York

.lawyer, he

had a reputation-
as an honest
reformer of "big
business"

32

4

CANDIDATE

#4

Oemocrat -

from Missouri

64 years-df-aoe

farmer

Cokkeeper

U.S. Vice*Itfesidemt

p or eyesight

er went to
llege

served in U.S.
Army during
World War P

married his
childhood
sweetheart-

rarn a clothing

store:,thWfail.ed
after a few years

a
U.. S. Senator

supported by a
corrupt political
machine,

a 'straight-forward,
hones/ style
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CHECKLIST

Follpw up activity for students who need

maximun, structure.

"WOULD YOU. ELECT THESE MEN PRESiDENT?"

/Compare/Contrast

Candidates

1Descriptive statements

O

.
. .. .,

A e

.

--40's

--50 5
.

--60's
.

, .

Political Forty
_

--Rebublican \.-.,

,.......__

--Democrat,

--other ..

Region --Northeastern .

--Midwestern .

.

--Southern
--Western

Education --did not attend colleoe
--did attend college

Careers '.

.

.

--law .

(

--eucationd

--arinv .. .

--business .
.

=government
--farming

_

Maritll Status --single .

--married
.

.

--widowed

.--divorced

Physical
Condition

--poor health .

--good -health

Reputation

.

0

--accused of drinking . .
_.

.
.

--accused of oambling
--generally "good"

.
.

.

.

--generally "bad"
,

Sex

.

.7-female

-,.-male ,..

,.

,,

DISCUSSION TOPIC -- Which .of the four candidates would your group elect? Why?

I

. , 32
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Follow up activity for students who need limite tructure.

"WALD YOU ELECT THESE tIEN' PRESIDENT?"

Compare/Contrast

Candidetts
11.

Description

Age

Party

;
2 . 3

Geographical

Region.
1

Educational

Background

Career
Experiences

Marital

Status

Physica'l

Condition

General

Reputation

Sex

of candidate

:

DrtcusonT-imm Which .of the four candidates would your. group elect? Why?

4.



Pres act , continued

W H A T GOriCLUSIOU.S -CANnftYOU-

FI

I

.Follow Up Activity

0

A) In what lays are two, (three, or-.all four cariatiates alike?

B. ) IYvwhat way.; do the candidates differ?
b.

. 0

rIk:'' j

,.

C.) Now re(the.final page of the article

toI

diseRver'Pe laent, ities of the candidates.

a.

Candidate 1: . Was he elected? 6

:;
°

<A,

Candidate 2: %,.. 0c) Was he elected? 4'
.

.

Candidate 3: %
Was he erected? ..,

o
. ...

Candidate 44 °Was he elected?

as

. ao
a. 4

0

p.) What conclu sions drawcan you daw about bA

4

at quallties:or characteristic -a person

-become president?

o


